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Gentlemen

I called this meeting of the Commission because of something that

developed today that I thought every member of the Commission should have

knowledge of something that you shouldn't hear from the public before you

had an opportunity to think about it I will just have Mr Rawkin tell you

the story from the beginning

Mr Rawkin Mr Wagner Carr the Attorney General of Texas called me

at 11:10 this morning and said that the word had come out he wanted to get

it to me at the first moment that Oswald was acting as an FBI Undercover

Agent and that they had the information of his badge which was given as

Number 179 and that he was being paid two hundred a month from September

of 1962 up through the time of the assassination I asked what the source

of this was and he said that he understood the information had been made

available so that Defense Counsel for Ruby had that information that he

knew that the press had the information and he didn't know exactly where

Wade had gotten the information but he was a former FBI Agent

That they that is Wade before had said that he had sufficient so

that he was willing to make the statement

Ford Wade is DELL'SSIFIEDaE.O 11652Sec6d d4)

A The District Attorney
'~BYJ/ NABSDale_i

Ford Carr is the Attorney General

Boggs Right of Texas

Rawkin I brought that to the attention of the Chief Justice immediately

and he said that I should try to get in touch with Carr and ask him to bring

Wade up here and he would be willing to meet with him any time today or

tonight to find out what was the basis of this story I tried to get Carr
rn n
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and he was out campaigning in Texarkana and so forth and so it took us quite

a while to get back to him and talk to him I just got through talking to

him and he told me the source of the information was a member of the press

who had claimed he knew of such an agency that he was an undercover agent

but he now is coming with the information as to his particular number and

the amount he was getting and the detail as to the time when the payments

started Wade said he as well as him did not know the name of the informant

but he could guess who it was that it was given to his assistant and he was

sure that he knew and he said he was trying to check it out to get more

definite information Carr said that he could bring Wade in some time the

first of the week but in light of the fact that it was this man of the press

and that they did not think it would be broken by the press immediately

although there had been all kinds of stories down there but Carr said there

were some 25 to 40 different stories about this being the case admonishing the

press themselves but this was the first time that he got something definite

as to how they were handling it or how it could be handled by himself But

I was concerned of an undercover agent He thought that the press would not

bring the story without some further proof and they are working on that now

he said So he thought that if he brought Wade back on Monday or Tuesday

that that would still take care of any major problem When he first told us

he said the press had it and he was fearful because he hadn't even gotten

this from Wade He got it from another man that the press would bring it

before we could know about it and the Commission would be asked all kinds

of questions without having information about it Now he said Wade told

him that the FBI never keeps any records of names

Mr Boggs Wade is the District Attorney for Dallas County

Rawkin That is right -

MORE
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Q And the other man Carr is the Attorney General

A That is right

Q And the other people who have knowledge of this story

A He indicated that the press down there had knowledge of this story

and that the information came from some informant who was a press repre

sentative and he that is Wade could guess who it was but his assistant

knew and he never asked him They were trying to get more explicit information

A Lee would you tell them

Mr Dulles Who were you talking with when you got this information

Wade himself

A I was talking with Carr

Boggs There is a denial of this in one of these FBI records as you

know

A Yes

Cooper In this file we had yesterday one of the lawyers for this

fellow who claims to represent -

Boggs Thornhill I think

Cooper Oswald or one of them Ruby told about this do you recall it

he said it was being rumored around

Rawkin Yes it was being rumored that he was an undercover agent Now

it is something that would be very difficult to prove out There are events

in connection with this that are curious in that they might make it possible

to check some of it out in time I assume that the FBI records would never

show it and if it is true and of course we don't know but we thought

you should have the information

A Lee would you tell the gentlemen the circumstances under which

this story was told

A Yes When it was first brought to my attention this morning -
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Boggs What time was this Lee

A 11 10

Boggs That is after the Ruby episode of yesterday

A That is right

Q Yes

A And Mr Carr said that they had used this saying before the Court

that they thought they knew why the FBI was so willing to give some of

these records to the Defense Counsel and they were ing to the

Defense Counsel being able to get the records and asking the Court to

rule that they couldn't get them

Q That is the District Attorney was

A That is right and he said a number of these records were furnished

by the Texas authorities and that they should not be given up to the Defense

Counsel and that the reason he thought that they were so eager to help Ruby

was because they had the undercover that Oswald was the undercover agent and

had the number of his badge and so much he was getting two hundred a month

and so forth and that was the way it was explained as his justification to the

Court as a basis for determining the records and that that was the excuse the

FBI the reason the FBI had for being so eager to give the records up That

is the way it was developed Now Mr Jaworski who is associated with the

Attorney General working on this matter was reported to you before and

story I don't talk to Story about it but I did talk to Jaworski

and he said he didn't think Wade would say anything like this unless he had

some substantial information back of it and thought he could prove it because

he thought it would ruin many in politics in Texas to be making such a

claim and then have it shown that there was nothing to it
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Boggs No doubt about it it would ruin many

A And Jaworski is an able lawyer mature and very competent We have

complete confidence in him as a person Now that is the evaluation of the

situation

Ford He hasn't made any investigations himself

A No he has not

Ford Was Wade or anyone connected with Wade

A No

Dulles Talking about Story just a few minutes ago just telling him I

wasn't going to be down in Texas I had told him I was going to be down at

the time he didn't indicate that he had anything of any importance on his

mind Maybe he won't offer it to him obviously

Rawkin I don't know that it was even brought to his attention

Dulles I don't believe it was now Of course he is not in the hierarchy

A Well I think they were planning on telling the Attorney General and

Jaworski

Ford How long ago did they get a feeling that there was some substance to

the rumors that apparently had been - I just assumed and I didn't ask them

that that Carr called me and seemed to be in a matter of great urgency at 11:10

this morning and that he was fearful that they would bring in the papers

before we would even get to know about it and that is the way he was talking

and acting about it

Cooper He felt there was .. He didn't know the name of the informant

A No he did not

Q What then would lead him to think it had substance

A Well he said that the reason he thought it might have substance was

because Wade had heard these rumors constantly and his assistant had gotten
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this information from the informant as to a definite bade number and the

amount and the date

Cooper How would you test this kind of thing

A It is going to be very difficult for us to be able to establish the

fact in it I am confident that the FBI would never admit it and I presume

their records will never show it or if their records do show anything I

would think their records would show some kind of a number that could be

assigned to a dozen different people according to how they wanted to describe

them So that it seemed to me if it truly happened he did use postal boxes

practically every place that he went and that would be an ideal way to get

money to anyone that you wanted as an undercover agent or anybody else that

you wanted to do business that way with without having any particular trans

action

Ford There might be people who would see what was going on with that

particular box because the postal authorities do watch they have means of

watching in many places that no one could see They can watch the clerks as

to what they are doing in these boxes and they can watch the individuals that

are going in and out They do that only when they have an occasion to be

suspicious but they might in watching for somebody particularly they

might also see other things that they just have to note That is a possibility

Dulles What was the ostensible mission I mean when they hire somebody

they hire somebody for a purpose It is either Was it to penetrate the

Fair Play for Cuba Committee That is the only thing I can think of where

they might have used this man It would be quite ordinary for me because

they are very careful about the agents they use You wouldn't pick up a

fellow like this to do an agent's job You have got to watch out for your
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agents You have really got to know Sometimes you make a mistake

Ford He was playing ball writing letters to both the elements of

the Communist parties I mean he was playing ball with the Trotskyites

and with the others This was a strange circumstance to me

Dulles But the FBI get people right inside you know They don't need

a person like this on the outside The only place where he did any at all

was with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee

Boggs Of course it is conceivable that he may have been brought back

from Russia you know

A If he was in the employ from 1962 September 1962 up to the time

of the assasination it had to start over in Russia didn't it because

didn't he get back in February When did he get back here from Russia

A I think it was February February of this year

Q Of '62 Was it of '62

A Oh yes that is right it was '62

Dulles They have no facilities they haven't any people in Russia

They may have some people in Russia but they haven't any organizations of

their own in Russia

A Yes

Dulles They might have their agents there They have some people

sometimes American Communists who go to Russia under their guidance and

so forth and so on under their control

Cooper Of course there are rumors all around Dallas of course the

FBI is acquanited with rumors too

A One of the strange things that happened and it may have no bearing

on this at all is the fact that this man who is a defector and who was

under observation at least by the FBI they-say they saw him frequently could

c .~~ MORE
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walk about the Immigration Office in New Orleans one day and come out the

next day with a passport that permitted him to go to Russia From my obser

vations of the case that have come to us such passports are not passed out

with that ease

Dulles Mr. I think you are wrong on that

A I could be

Dulles Because the passports are issued valid for anywhere except

specified countries There is a stamp as I recall that says not good for

Communist China North Vietnam and so forth For a long time they had on

the stamp not good for Hungary But any American practically any American

can get a passport that is good for anywhere An American can travel and

Russia is one of the countries that you can now travel to

A Well maybe you can

Dulles You can get them quick

A I think our General Counsel and I both have some experience in cases

that have come before our Court which would indicate that that isn't exactly

the fact

Dulles I think in the State Department

A They have great difficulty some of them in getting a passport to

go to Russia

Boggs Particularly for someone who has any Communist

A Oh yes

Dulles Is there any evidence the State Department has that record in

the files I don't think that record has ever turned up

Cooper They admitted there wasn't any

A What record that he was a defector
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Dulles Yes I don't think the State Department or in the Passport

Bureau there was no record It didn't get down to the Passport offices

That is one of the things we ought to look into

A The State Department knew he was a defector They arranged for hom

to come back

Dulles But it don't get passport files or the passport records

They are issuing hundreds and thousands of passports They have their own

particular system

A Yes

Dulles They don't run around from time a man comes in If they 4on't

find any clue and they don't according or our record here they don't find

any warning clue in his file - they should have a warning clue in his file

but as I recall they don't

Cooper That is what they admitted that they had not supplied the

warning

Dulles And the Passport Office don't on its own ussually go around

and inquire They wait until it is assigned there Then they follow it up

Cooper This may be off the point a bit but as I re-read the report

the chronology of the FBI checks on Oswald they knew that he had gone to

Texas They learned from Mrs Payne they knew where Mrs Oswalk was living

They talked with her They knew where he was working

Boggs Sure That is all in the file

Cooper I know that I say they knew where he was working

Boggs I am sure you went over that material that we received a few

days ago You will find the report from the FBI dated back last summer

and months before that and then months after that why some agent would

make a report on it MORE
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Cooper Sure

A I think it was in October

Rawkin They had a report on many they had an agent go and see him

when he was in prison

Boggs In New Orleans

A In New Orleans

Q Right

A And he lied to them before the police He said his wife was a Texas

girl and he married her in Texas and a whole string of stuff and in Dallas

they had a report prior to that that was definitely contrary to it

Boggs The fellow Butler who works for the profit organizations that

Dr Oxnard heads to disseminate and tie Communist propaganda to Latin Amer

ica is the one who confronted him on the streets in New Orleans I krnw

Butler He is a very fine young man It was Butler says that this was

the first time that they established that he had been in Russia and that he

had defected at one time and then returned You have that undoubtedly in your

files that film that tape that was made and borrowed in New Orleans

A Yes

Boggs Of course on that tape - I listened to that tape - he gives

the normal Communist line reaction to everything

A That is right

Q The same old stereotyped answer

A Yes

Cooper How do you propose to meet this situation

Boggs This is a serious thing

MORE
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A I thought first you should know about it Secondly there is this

factor too that a consideration that is somewhat an issue in this

case and I suppose you are all aware of it That is that the FBI is very

explicit that Oswald is the assassin or was the assassin and they are very

explicit that there was no conspiracy and they are also saying in the same

place that they are continuing their investigation Now in my experience of

almost nine years in the first place it is hard to get them to say when you

think you have got a case tight enough to convict somebody that that is the

person that committed the crime In my experience with the FBI they don't

do that They claim that they don't eveluate and it is uniform

prior experience that they don't do that Secondly they have not run out

all kinds of leads in Mexico or in Russia and so forth which they could

probably - It is not our business it is the very -

Dulles What is that

A They haven't run out all the leads on the information

and they could probably say - that isn't our business

Q Yes

A But they are concluding that there can't be a conspiracy without

those being run out Now that is not from my experience with

the FBI

Q It is not You are quite right I have seen a great many reports

A Why are they so eager to make both of those conclusions both in

the original report and their experimental report which is such a departure

Now that is just circumstantial evidence and it don't prove anything about

this but it raises questions We have to try to find out what they have to

say that would give any support to the story and report it to you
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Ford Who would know if anybody would in the Bureau have such an

arrangement

A I think that there are several Probably Mr Belmont would know

every undercover agent

Q Belmont

A Yes

Q An informer also would you say

A Yes I would think so He is the special security of the division

Dulles Yes I know

A And he is an able man But when the Chief Justice and I were just

briefly reflecting on this we said if that was true and it ever came out and

could be established then you would have people think that there was a

conspiracy to accomplish this assassination that'nothing the Commission

did or anybody could dissipate

Boggs You are so right

Dulles Oh terrible

Boggs Its implications of this are fantastic don't you think so

A Terrific

Rawkin To have anybody admit to it even if it was the fact I am

sure that there wouldn't at this point be anything to prove it

Dulles Lee if this were true why would it be particularly in their

interest - I could see it would be in their interest to get rid of this

man but why would it be in their interest to say he is clearly the only

guilty one I mean I don't see that argument that you raise particularly

shows an interest

Boggs I can immediately -

A They would like to have us fold up and quit
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Boggs This closes the case you see Don't you see

Dulles Yes I see that

Rawkin They found the man There is nothing more to do The

Commission supports their conclusions and we can go on home and that is

the end of it

Dulles But that puts the men right on them If he was not the killer

and they employed him they are already it you see So your argument is

correct if they ae sure that this is going to close the case but if it

don't close the case they are worse off than ever by doing this

Boggs Yes I would think so And of course we are all even gaiQing

in the realm of speculation I don't even like to see this being taken down

Dulles Yes I think this record ought to be destroyed Do you think

we need a record of this

A I don't except that we said we would have records of meetings and

so we called the reporter in the formal way If you think what we have

said here should not be upon the record we can have it done that way Of

course it might

Dulles I am just thinking of sending around copies and so forth The

only copies of this record should be kept right here

Boggs I would hope that none of these records are circulated to anybody

A I would hope so too

Rawkin We also give them to you Commissoners Now if you don't want

them those are the only ones who get them but Sides himself off the record
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